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Umar ibn Khattab has relaled that he heard the Holy Prophet say:
Motive determines the wlue of all conduct, and a person attains that which
he desires. If the motive of one who emigrates is to attain to Allah and His
Messenger, then that is the purpose of bis migration; and he who migrates
seeking the world attains to it, and be who migrates for the sake ofa woman,
marries her and thus bis migration is for the purpose he has in mind (Bokbari
and Muslim).
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FOREWARD
All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful. Peace and Blessings of Allah be upon His Messenger Muhammad. Wassalamu
Alaykun Rahmatullah.
The IDT (International Institute oflslamic Thought) in Nigeria, in conjunction with the Muslim Forum ofBayero University, Kano, jointly organized and conducted a one day
seminar on the Islamization of Knowledge. The seminar
took place on 5 Rabi' al - Awwal, 1417 (20 July 1996). It
was one of a series of programme designed for faculty
outreach. Therefore, academic staff in the various faculties
of the University were invited and constituted the primary
audience.
The primary aim of the seminar was to educate and mobilize Muslim academicians in the University towards the
Islamization of knowledge programme. It has been observed
that, although a number of departments in the University
offer Islamically oriented courses and several papers had
been presented in some departments and even some international seminars, many academic staff still do not have a
proper understanding of the idea behind the Islamization of
knowledge. For this reason, all the papers presented focused
on the concept of Islamization of Knowledge itself.
One of the papers presented is Salisu Shehu's entitled, "Islamic Vision of Knowledge: Its implications and Significance to the Islamization of Knowledge Programme". This
paper elucidated the conceptual basis of the Islamization of

knowledge which centres on the Islamic vision of knowledge. The paper clearly analyzed the position and importance of knowledge in Islam, the aim of acquiring knowledge in Islam, Islamic source of knowledge, classification
of knowledge in Islam, Islamic view about the Universality
of Knowledge and the characteristics of knowledge in islam.
It then discussed the significance and implications of the
Islamic vision of knowledge to the Islamization of knowledge programme.
The thoroughness, brilliance and excellence of the paper
motivated the IDT (Nigeria) Office to request Bro. Salisu
Shehu to expand some of the sub-themes, especially on the .
tasks ahead for the Islamization of knowledge programme,
with a view to publishing it. This booklet is the outcome of
Bro. Salisu Shehu's vision which has been edited. This is
then the pioneering book on Islamization of knowledge to
be published by IDT (Nigeria) office. In sha Allah another
paper will be published in the same way.
I pray to Allah Subhanahu waTa'ala to open the hearts and
minds of all Muslims who come across this publication in
order for them to assimilate its content and live their lives
in accordance with the teachings it contains. May the Almighty reward the author abundantly. Ameen.

PROFESSOR D. A. MAIWADA,
Dean, Postgraduate School
Bayero University, Kano
23rd March, 1998.

SECTION ONE

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most
Merciful. Peace and Blessings of Allah be upon His
Messenger- Muhammad ( S. A. W), his progenies, companions and all those who follow their footsteps up to the
day of judgement.
When Allah was sending man down to the earth as His
vicegerent, He promised sending him His guidance. That,
'whosoever follows this guidance will not lose his way, nor
fall into misery'(Qur'an, 20: 123). As a fulfilment of this
promise, Allah sent His messengers to all human communities throughout history, with Scriptures containing His sublime guidance. These messengers were sent with the primary duty of inviting mankind to accept this guidance and
to warn against rejecting it. Allah says in the Qur'an to
Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w):

Verily We have sent thee in truth, as a bearer ofglad

9

tidings, and as a Warner: and there never was a people, without a Warner having lived among them (in
the past) (Qur 'an, 35:24).
This divine process of sending messengers to respective human communities took place throughout human history, until it was finally sealed up with the coming of Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w). He is therefore, the last of all the
Messengers of Allah to the world, and the divine book with
which he came - Al-Qur'an-is similarly the last and final
heavenly scripture to be sent to the world. There will not
be any prophet after Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) just as there
will never be any book that will be sent from heaven. The
coming of Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) with the Qur'anhas
thus finalised and concluded the process of divine revela.tion from Allah to mankind.
The Qur'an is not simply the final source of heavenly
guidance to humanity. It also supersedes and abrogates all
the previous r-evelations. This status of the Qur 'an has some
necessary and important implications for the guidance eternally willed for the world by Allah. First of all, the finality
ofits status implies permanence and originality. This is necessary because, if it fails to endure this status to the end of
earthly life, there will come a time when it will perish or at
least get distorted, a situation that will again necessitate
another revelation. But since Allah had destined that it is
the final revelation He guaranteed its eternal originality and
permanence by taking it upon His Glorious Self to protect it
from extinction and distortion, and to safeguard its sanctity
and glory. He says:

( "I _r:J-1 0_)J-

)
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We have without doubt. sent down the Message; and
We will assuredly guard it (from corruption).
(Qur 'an, 15:9)
In another verse He says:
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Those who reject the Message when it comes to them( are
not hidden from us). And indeed it is a Book of exalted
power. No falsehood can approach it from before or behind
it. It is sent down by One Fullof Wisdom, Worthy ofPraise.
(Qur 'an,41:41&42)
The two attributes described above- finality and eternal originality- necessarily imply universality and dynamism. By
these it means relevance and suitability to all times, peoples
and places up to the end of the world. In this regard Allah
says: .

(
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Say: "Omen! I am sent unto you all, as the Messenger ofAllah, ..... "(Qur 'an, 7: 158)
All the attributes mentioned above necessarily imply some
more others. These are completeness, co~prehensiven~s
and sublimity. These mean that ~ce it is the final, everlast11

ing, wriversal and dynamic source of guidance from Allah,
it must be an exposition ~fall aspects of life. It must also
be a perfect and sublime code of life. All these attributes
are necessary because without them the concept of its finality would have been meaningless, just as its universality
would also have been worthless. Allah has affirmed all
these important attributes in the Qur 'an. For instance, regarding comprehensiveness He says:

(

~ '5AJ i».;J u.u.J "../" ~ t;~ ~I~ U_;J)
(A~: ~I o.J.r')

..... c,,nd We have sent down to thee the Book explaining all
things, a Guide, and a Mercy to all Muslims. (Qur 'an, 16:89)
Concerning its sublimity and supremacy the verses are too
numerous, but in one of them He says:
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Say: " If the whole of mankind and jinns were to gather
together to produce the like of this Qur 'an, they could not
produce the like thereof, even ifthey backed each other with
help and support.(Qur 'an, 17:88)
With these indisputable facts about the Qur 'an there remains
no doubt that it perfectly guides all aspects of our lives comprehensively. This is what makes Islam a complete way of
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life perfected and immaculat~ly articulated by Allah. He
alludes to this in the Qur 'an saying:

(>L-~i ~ ~J) ~ ~ ..:.....liJ ~~ ~ ..:...W1 1r.11)

( ... ~~

.... This day have I perfected your religion for you, completed
My favour upon you, and have chos.enfor you Islam as your
religion.(Qur 'an,5:3)
There is no doubt regarding the fact that of all aspects of human life, knowledge stands out as the most vital.
Given the comprehensiveness, universality and sublimity of
Islam as a way of life it is inconceivable to think that the
Qur'an and the Sunnah (its Prophetic interpretation) would
be indifferent to this all important aspect of life. We can
see that Islam attaches paramount importance to knowledge
and the Qur' an has even shown us that it is a unique human
attribute which differentiates him from all other creatures.
It is also the source of his exaltation and honour above all of
them, including the angels.
Islam is a distinct worldview and the Qur 'an and
Sunnah are its divine embodiment. Muslims believe that
these two are the primary sources, of the Islamic way of life
just~as they are also inexhaustibie treasures of knowledge.
Islam therefore has a distinct view about knowledge and its
purpose. This is in line with its worldview.
The Muslim world has unfortunately been invaded by
an alien, Western and secular worldview. It is clear that
13

there are differences between the Islamic and Western
worldviews. These differences are fimdamental and have
found expression in their respective approaches to knowledge.
The imposition of the secular system of knowledge
on the Muslim world by means of colonialism has caused
serious problems to education among Muslims. Beside the
problem of duality, the imposed system is grossly incompatible with the Muslims' overall cultural and civilizational
disposition. This is the factor which is responsible for the
intellectual sterility and cultural misorientation that characterise Muslims who have been educated in the secular
system. They are usually unproductive because the education they received is not relevant to their value system and
ideological orientation. For a person to be productive he
has to be educated in the context of his value system and
ideology. Education will be useless if it does not represent
the belief and values of the community in which it is operated. The consequence of this situation is a growing disenchantment with the secular approach to knowledge which
has predominance in the Muslim world.
The Islamization of knowledge programme to which
this book is a contribution, is an attempt to reorient and
recast knowledge to conform to the Islamic belief system
and worldview. In this regard a clear and unambiguous understanding of the Islamic concept of knowledge is needed.
This is so because, whatever discipline is intended to be
Islamized, its degree of conformity or otherwise to Islam
can only be adequately discerned on the basis of the Islamic
idea of knowledge. Similarly, the Islamic view of knowledge invariably constitutes the vision of this noble undertaking. This book attempts to analyse the components that
make up the Islamic vision of knowledge, its implications
14

and significance to the Islamization of Knowledge programme.
In order to put the Islamiz.ation of knowledge Widertalcing into proper perspective an attempt has been made at
presenting a conceptual background by means of analysing
contradictions arising from the differences between the two
contending worldviews. In the light of these contradictions,
the essential differences between the two respective approaches to knowledge are discussed; and against this background, a case for the Islamization of knowledge is thus
made.
Some of the major tasks envisaged ahead of the programme are suggested in the last section of the book. It is
hoped that this humble attempt at introducing the
Islamiz.ation of knowledge endeavour shall bring the concept to the limelight and shall generate further intellectual
contributions in the same direction. All praises are due to
Allah Who has guided us to this. We could never have
been guided had it not been for the guidance of Allah.

1.

TWO OPPOSING WORLDVIEWS

Humanity has always had tremendous lessons to learn
from history. One of such lessons is the all pervading and
recurrent historical experience which the world has always
passed through.. Throughoufrustory, the world has been
dominated, and at the same time polarised, by two contending political, civilizational and ideological powers.
At the time of the revelation of the Qur 'an, the world
was Widergoing this kind of historical experience. This
was the fierce contention between the Persian Empire on
one hand, and the Roman Empire on the other hand. These
were two super powers, whose political set up and interests,
15

ideological orientations and overall cultural and
civilizational dispositions were parallel. It was thus a conflict between two parallel, or rather antagonistic world views.
The Qur'an alludes to this historical fact in Surah 30, verses
2-6. Allah says:
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"The Roman Empire has been defeated; In a
land close by; 'but they, (even) after (this) defeat oftheirs, will soon be victorious; within a
few years. With God is the Decision, In the
past And in the Future: On that Day shall The
Believers rejoice-with the help of God. He
helps whom He· will, and He is Exalted in
Might, Most Merciful. (It is) the promise of
God. Never does God depart from His promise: But most men understand not. "
In the recent past, the world experienced this type of
bi-polar contention between the capitalist western bloc
championed by the USA, and the communist eastern bloc
spearheaded by the former USSR Even though communism itself was a child of western thought, and so the antagonism with capitalism can be seen to be a mere farce,
the fact that the world witnessed it in practical terms is an
indismissable historical reality and experience. Presently,
16

with the demise of communism and the disintegration of
the eastern communist political and ideological blocl the
western capitalist hegemony looks unrivalled. Howev~r, it
is very clear that a potential contender is invariably the
Muslim world. According to Mazrui (1990), Islam has always been strongly rebellious against Western cultural and
political hegemony, and has always resisted its conquest. In
this regard, Islamic resistance and rebellion against western
imperialism preceded the birth of Marxism. While this
conflict between Islam and the West may have been latent
during certain periods in history, it has now become glaring
and obvious. The ongoing process of globalization which
reduces the world to the status of a village coupled with
increasing Islamic re-awakening world-wide, has begun to
make this conflict take more decisive dimensions. The world
therefore, can be said to be experiencing yet another contention between what can succinctly be described aS two
civilizational forces, in all their ramifications, dimensions
and manifestations: the Islamic civilizational force and the
Western secular civilization.
After a long period of political servitude to and economic dependence on the West, accompanied by a long experience of intellectual and cultural stagnation, apathy and
pathological despair of its adherents, Islam has come to reassert its forceful influence and presence on the platform of
human history. At a time when the West is inebriated and
deceived by its self-conceited consciousness and notion of
indomitability and incontestability, the momentum oflslamic
resurgence is on the increase. According to Ahmad and
Ansari (1979, p. 5.), "there is a perceptible disenchantment
with man made ideologies which had lately begun to cast a
spell over Muslims as solvents to man's problems. There is
an increasing desire to draw upon the intrinsic resources of
17

Islam to build a new order". Right from the last half of the
fourteenth century of the Hijrah calendar the world has been
witnessing a great surge in Islamic awareness, and many
segments of the Ummah have made many significant strides
toward
self-liberation
(Al-Faruqi,
1987). 1
The present contention between Islam and the world
of Western secularism should be seen as a conflict between
two incompatible worldviews - the Islamic and the secular
Western worldviews. As explained by Hamid, (1993), a
worldview is a way in which a person sees and explains the
world and his place in it. A person's world view not only
affects the way he thinks but it also affects the way he acts
or behaves. A people's world view therefore shapes and
moulds their lives.
The incompatibility of the two worldviews is informed
by the fundamental and essential differences between them.
These differences are antithetical to each other, and have
found expression in their respective approaches to knowledge. It is pertinent to present brief pictures of these two
opposing world views for the purpose of better understanding and appreciation of the call for Islamization of Knowledge.

(a) The Islamic Worldview
Concisely, the Islamic world view can be explained
in terms of three fundamental conceptions. These are the
Islamic conception of God, Life and the Universe. As Allah's vicegerent man is the principal actor in the universe.
He dominates, and therefore fashions and manipulates in
his own limited ways, the life in this universe. Because of
this, the Islamic worldview like all others, centres around
man, the purpose of his life, his relation to God, and his
18

relation to other creatures in the universe. It is against this
backgrolllld that the Islamic worldview is discussed here:(i)

The Islamic Conception of God

The Islamic conception of God is that He exists and
His Existence is an Infinite and Eternal Existence which
never had any beginning and will never have an end. The
Qur'an says:

(

~ ~..,? ~ Y') ~~I) .;P'Uili) _r'-~I_, J_,~1 _,.,.)
('I" : -1.!.l:ll oJY )

"He is the First and the Last, The Evident and the
Immanent: And He has full knowledge of all
things". (Qur 'an 57:3)
His Existence therefore, preceded time and also transcends it. This is because, time as we conceive of it in this
world is itself I:J:is creation. He alone created the universe
and all that is beyond it, and He-Alone sustains, cherishes,
and governs it. 2 He has dominion and power over all things
since He is the One that creates life and death which are the
common and phenomenal characteristics of all creatures in
the universe without exception. He has Absolute and Unlimited Knowledge, Wisdom, Power and Will. He is therefore Omniscient, Omnipotent, Sovereign, and Supreme
above all things. All things (including man) depend on Him
for everything and in anything because nothing eseapes or
defies His Will. Thus it is He, and only He alone, deserves
to be worshipped. And this (worship) is the purpose for
which He created man in particular and the universe in general. The following verse of the Qur'an is a precise and
19

concise presentation of the Islamic conception of God. The
verse (Ayatul-Kursiyy) reads:
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"Allah! There is no God save Him, the Alive,
the Eternal. Neither slumber nor sleep
overtaketh Him. Unto Him belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in
the earth. Who is he that intercedeth with Him
save by His leave? He knoweth that which is
in front ofthem and that which is behind them,
while they encompass nothing of His knowledge save what He wills. His Throne includeth
the heavens and the earth, and He is never
weary ofpreserving them. He is the Sublime,
The Tremendous" (Qur 'an, 2:255).

(ii)

The Islamic Conception of Life

In Islam life has a purpose. It is the worship of God.
He is the source oflife and He gave it for this purpose. Nothing whatsoever comes into existence by chance or accident.
Nobody created himself and nobody can create and give
life except Him. While declaring this purpose of life and
affirming that He is the source of an creation, He says:
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"Deemed ye then that We had created you
for naught, and that ye would not be returned
unto us?" (Qur 'an 23: 115).
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"/ created the Jinn and humankind only that they
might worship Me. I seek no livelihood from them
nor do I ask that they should feed Me. Lo! Allah!
He it is that giveth livelihood, the Lord of unbreakable might. "(Qur'an 51:56-58)3.
In the light of the above, it can be seen that Allah is
the only one Who has the absolute right to take back life
and therefore, He had only given it as a trust to man to utilize and fulfil the purpose for which he is created. Man
therefore is a responsible agent. That is why he has been
given free will and knowledge. Knowledge is a unique endowment to man and an integral part of his personality and
being. It is the element that elevated man above other creatures and qualifies him to the position of Allah's Vicegerent
on earth. His free will is the unique quality that makes him
a rational being. With his knowledge and free will, He is
supposed to fulfil the purpose of his creation. Thus in Islam, seeking and acquiring knowledge are an essential as21

pect of worship. In fact they are an important part of the
trust accepted and taken by man from God when all other
creatures declined to take it out of fear.
Consequently, man shall be called to give an account
of his life on a day when all creatures will be resurrected.
This Day of Resurrection marks the beginning of another
life which is eternal; either in an endless bliss or in an everlasting torment. This means that, as far as Islam is concerned, this life is temporal and is merely a form of transition, a sort of sojourn, which begins at a certain point and
ends at another, and to be continued in another divine form.
(iii) The Islamic Conception of the Universe

As for the Islamic conception of the universe, it is in
fact the same as its conception of life; afterall life takes
place in the universe. However, it needs to be stressed here
that, the whole universe was created for the purpose of man
to exploit and live in it to fulfil the purpose of his creation. 4
The universe did not therefore, come into existence by
chance or accident. At a point in time, since it is a temporal
entity, the universe shall come to an end. This end shall
solely be determined and brought by Allah because He alone
knows when it shall strike. In this regard He says:
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They ask thee about the (final) Hour- when will be
its appointed time? Say: "The knowledge thereof is
with my Lord (alone): None but He can reveal as to
when it will occur. Heavy were its burden through
the heaven and the earth. Only, of a sudden will it
come to you. " They ask thee as if thou art eager in
search thereof Say: "The knowledge thereofis with
God (alone), but most men know not (Qur 'an, 7: 187).
In the light of the Islamic conception oflife and of the
universe, in relation to Allah, Islam presents a balanced and
upright vision of life which strikes a moderate balance between the two dominant aspects oflife-the material and the
spiritual. Whereas Islam emphasizes tenacious commitment
to the pursuit of the life of the Hereafter, it however does
that within the context of the material and mundane life.
Islam does not therefore deny man the bene:fits of material
and sensual enjoyment. It only lays on it certain restrictions, ordinances and injunctions in order to guide and moderate it and to direct it towards honour, nobility, righteousness, uprightness and goodness. At the same time, and in
this way, Islam gives man the opportunity to satisfy the innate spiritual urges in him. Man by his very nature is an
embodiment of matter and spirit. The two aspects must be
allowed to flourish such that none exists at the expense of
the other. But Allah constantly emphasizes the insignificance, limitedness, and temporality of material and sensual
luxury and enjoyment. At the same time He constantly
emphasizes the eternity, permanence and bountifulness and
abundance of the divine luxuries of the Hereafter. Man
should not therefore, be dazzled or deceived by the glitters
of this life to the extent of making them ends in themselves,
thus forgetting and becoming unmindful of the life of the
Hereafter. Allah says:
23
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"But seek the abode of the Hereafter in that
which Allah hath given thee and neglect not
thy portion ofthe world, and be thou kind even
as Allah hath been kind to thee, and seek not
corruption in the earth, Loi Allah loveth not
corrupters. " (Qur 'an, 28: 77).
This brief explanation ofthe Islamic worldview shows
a balanced and comprehensive way of life encompassing
the here and now, as well as the Hereafter. The position of
man in this worldview is a very central one. It elevates man
above all creatures, but never above the Creator and never
even to a position at par with Him. Man is God's servant
and must rely on Him for all his pursuits and sustenance.
Thus, even in his quest for knowledge, man is dependent
upon God. That human reasoning and sense organs are vital and efficient means of acquiring, transforming and transmitting knowledge is not rejected by Islam. But the fact of
their limitations and weaknesses makes it necessary for man
to be guided by a Divine, Absolute and Sublime source of
Knowledge- revelation. Man cannot therefore, do away with
revelation, so long as he wants to succeed and prosper. Allah says:
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"Say: "Ofyour 'partners'(whomyou ascribe to God) is
there any that can give any guidance towards Truth?"
Say: "It is God Who gives guidance to Truth. Is then He
Who gives guidance to Truth more worthy to be followed,
or he who finds not guidance (himself) unless he is
guided? What then is the matter with you? How judge
ye?
"But most of them follow nothing but fancy
(conjectures): truly fancy can be ofno avail against
Truth. Verily God is well aware ofall that ye do. "
"This Qur 'an is not such as can be produced by
other than God; On the contrary it is a confirmation of(revelations) that went before it, andafuller
explanation ofthe Book-where in there is no doubtFrom the Lord ofthe Worlds" (Qur'an,.10:35-17).

(b) The Western Secular Worldview
The Western secular worldview is a by-product of an
historical experience that is peculiar to the West';; a conflict
between the Church (catholic clergymen}and:tlie scientists
which led to the collective persecution of the latter at the
behest of the former. A number of scientists were persecuted and some lynched. An example is the welumown case
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of Galileo about which Pope John Paul tendered a public
apology just recently inl 997 on behalf of theChurch. In
reaction to such persecutions scientists rejected religion or
simply condemned it as a hindrance to the growth and
progress of knowledge. This notion formed the background
against which life was envisioned. It therefore, came to be
believed that, man alone has the power, the capability and
the right to guide himself and to decide what is best for him.
Consequent upon what has been said above, three trends of
thought or belief emerged as the most essential characteristics and fundamental bases ofthe Western secular worldview.
These are atheism, agnosticism and humanism. At the root
of all these is either the rejection of God or of His Authority
as the Divine and Supreme Law-Maker. There is hardly
any significant difference between any of these three concepts. Hamid (1993) explains: "An atheist is one who
denies the existence of God. An agnostic is one who says
that he does not know whether God exists or not. He may
go further and say that he does not care. He is really close
to the atheist. A humanist (who may be an atheist or agnostic) insists that human beings alone must decide what is best
for them for there is no such thing as Divine laws" (p.2).
The parameters of Western secular worldview can
actually be figured out from these three concepts. In this
worldview, belief in the existence of God does not really
matter. Even if God's existence is recognized, that does
not and should never have any significant meaning or implication to our life. Indeed, God's existence is at best considered a myth, and matter is the only real existence. Nature is therefore, the only reality and man is and should only
be subjected to the dictates of natural laws, and not any
'mythical' Divine laws.
The conception of Life in this worldview is nothing
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beyond a nature-material reality. Man only lives;in this world
and no more. Within the confines
and under the dictates of
,.
natural laws which are immutable, man can and should design and maintain a pattern oflife he considers best for himself. He should seek to know about the world by means of
his intellect and sense organs. For him these are reliable:
and dependable tools of acquiring knowledge about tile
world. Precision and exactness about the world can .be
achieved by the postulations and rational thoughts of human reasoning and also by observations and
experimentations of human sense organs. The scientific
method or rather hypothetico-deductive methodology (logical-positivism) is thus the only reliable way of acquiring
knowledge, or arriving at what is true or false.
The purpose of life in this worldview is purely mun..
<lane. It is nothing but the life of this world. It all begins
and ends here, and no more. The Qur' an refers to this view
of life saying:
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And they say: "What is there but our life in this
world? We shall die and live, and nothing but time
can destroy us". But of that they have no knowledge: they merely conjecture. (Qur 'an, 45:24)5
As far as this worldview is concerned the aspect of
man's relationship with God is far relegated to the background. This worldview is essentially concerned with man's
life in the realm of material (natural) existence. The funda27

mental principles which form the background of this
worldview and the basic framework of Western modernity
have been outlined by Elmessiri (1997) as follows: 1) Nature is eternal, self-existent, self-directed, and self-referential; 2) Natural laws are immutable and cannot be violated
or suspended; 3) Nature is a whole that subsumes everything else and thus allows no gaps, discontinuities, dualities, hierarchies, or irreducible entities; 4) Natural laws applyto both humanity and nature and assign no special states
to humanity; 5) The basis of all natural phenomena is solid
matter and fluid energy. However, whether solid or fluid,
nature is in a state of continuous nonteleological flux; and
6) Humanity derives all its norms from nature.
This is what Elmessiri calls "Comprehensive Secularism" and is the real essence of Western worldview. According to him, "it does not merely aim at the separation of
church and state and some aspects of public life; it aims at
the separation of all values-religious, moral, or human-not
only from the state but also from public and private life and
from the World at large. The only source of norms and values is the world of nature-matter. Within this frame of reference, both humanity and society are seen as controlled by
immutable natural laws and by value-free self activating
processes that lie beyond humanity's control." (P.2).
From the foregoing, it must have become clear that
the two worldviews are definitely opposed to each other
and are really antithetical. This is the important factor that
informed Muslims' vehement resistance to colonialism and
secularism. It is indeed, the factor that explains the' current
contention between Islam and the so-called dominant culture. Islam is a unique and distinct world view which is allencompassing, sublime and immaculate. It is divinely formulated, revealed and guideq. It is built upon the belief that
28.

Allah is the Originator and source of all creation, existence
and knowledge. It is therefore, undoubtedly parallel to this
atheistic conception of life or worldview. Because of this
fact the two worldviews must necessarily conceive of and
approach knowledge in similarly parallel, incompatible
ways. This point is further elaborated in the proceeding discussions.

MUSLIM WORLD AND SECULAR EDUCATION
There is no doubt that the imposition of western civilisation (in all its aspects) on the Muslim world, by means
of colonialism has had serious destructive consequences on
the Muslims. It is however clear that the most harmful and
destructive aspects of it all on the Muslim world is the educational I intellectual aspect. It has proved to be much more
debilitating because, as it were, it is the most significant
factor which ensures the perpetuation of political, economic
and cultural subjugation of the Muslim world by the West.
For in spite of the physical absence of western colonial powers in the Muslim world, the latter still continues to remain
sheepishly loyal and subservient to the former. There is little wonder in this because, the products of the secular education system in the Muslim,~orld are largely culturally
misoriented, unproductive anc:i'illtellectually sterile. Thi~ is
because, the education they received is not relevant to their
value system and ideologic~l orientation. Suleiman (1985.)
described this set of people1the so-called elites) as ldeludedhybrids'. He explains that they are a class of people almost
totally up~ooted from their cultural and moral traditions .. The
consequences of the situation described above have been
furher explained by Suleiman (1985) in specific terms as
follows:~

)
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(i)

That it has led to the acceptance of the myth of European superiority- which is an essential ingredient
of the Euro-Christian educational philosophy- in
governmental and intellectual circles in these (Muslim) countries, and consequently to the acceptance
of European thoughts and ideas as possessing universal validity.
(ii)
That the elite class who now control the affairs over
Muslims have come to exhibit, like their Christian
counterparts, a service spirit and can only play the
role of slaves to European imperialism even when
they claim to be free.
(iii)
That the nature of the elites training makes them
inherently impotent when faced with serious social
crises, and thus socially undesirable to be at the helm
of affairs over the people.
(iv)
That the system (i.e. in the Muslim world) has been
unable to produce men of vision, calibre, ability and
integrity to hold the reins of power.
(v)
That the system has engendered a situation whereby
God has virtually been substituted with crude and
brutal power as the object of reliance and trust (pp.
32-33).
While commenting on especially the first problem,
Suleiman cautions that the danger in it is that ideals and
thoughts which are essentially racial and parochial, and
which have particularly given cause for colonialism from
which we all suffer, and which, moreover, have developed from strictly European experience and are therefore irrelevant to our experience, are taught and promoted
at the expense of our heritage and civilization. Al-Faruqi
(1987 ,p.5) argues in the same way that, "the educational
system is the laboratory where Muslim youth are kneaded
30

and cut, where their consciousness is moulded into a caricature of the West. here, the Muslim's linkage with his
past is severed; his natural curiosity to learn the legacy
of his fathers is stymied; ... ".
Besides the problems and consequences discussed
above, secular education has also created another serious
educational and cultural crisis. This is the crisis of duality.
In traditional Islamic education, there is no dichotomy between the religious knowledge and knowledge about the realexistential (the world). The two form a single integral entity
geared towards attaining the pleasure of Allah and developing an upright personality. In this kind of dispensation, a
medical doctor, an engineer, etc sees his job primarily as a
religious duty that must be discharged for the sake of Allah.
Whatever form of knowledge a person acquires, he remains
conscious of the social obligations upon him ordained by
Allah. He must therefore make use of his knowledge to
discharge these obligations to attain the pleasure of Allah.
This is all because right at the beginning he has been enjoined to undertake the reading of all forms of knowledge
in the name of Allah. In this system, education therefore
was imbued with transcendental and higher order moral goals
and values; beyond the lowly material values and goals of
the secular system.
What has been said above is what used to obtain of
Islamic education to the times when Muslims stagnated and
degenerated intellectually. Then came colonialism which
occasioned the imposition of secular.education What is most
saddening about this ugly situation is that the secular education system has almost subjugated the Islamic education
system. In the words of Al-Faruqi(1987,p.5) "the secularist
education system has assumed tremendous proportion, el'"
bowing the Islamic system from the field. Islamic educa- ·
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tion, for the most part, remains a private affair devoid of
access to public
ds. Where. pubJic funds are made available, demands _of secularization are imposed in the name of
modernism and progress". The consequence of this situation is the creation of two sets of elites. On one hand are the
products of the Islamic education system whose relevance
to the political, economic and the dominant legal /judicial
set ups (which have since been secularized or rather 'modernized') has been very insignificant. And on the other
hand are the products of the secular education system whose
level of Islamic knowledge is shallow just as their sociopolitical socialization and orientation are different from, and
alien to traditional Islamic values. They are social misfits
in their local communities. Their relevance to the aspirations, interests and values of their local communities is
negligible.
As a result of the situation described above, Islamic
societies have therefore, become culturally dual. At certain
times, the different sections of the societies have been pulled
apart (Ashraf, 1979). This has been the fate of the Muslim
World, resulting from the imposition of the secular education system. This situation definitely poses a great challenge
to Muslim intellectuals. As Ashraf( 1979, p. 3) has said,
educational refonn is necessary and, "if the intellectuals of
the Muslim world do not stem the tide now... the time is not
far away when the tide will sweep away even the bed-rock
on which the structure of Muslim Society is based".
fun.

.

THE NEED FOR ISLAMIZATION OF
KNOWLEDGE
Education is not simply a process of imparting a supposedly value-free knowledge as it is ordinarily assumed.
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Far from that, education is an agent both of social conservation and social transformation. As Man.zoor (1984) has succinctly put it, "education is an agent that determines a community's survival... It is through education that the cultural
h~ritage, knowledge and values of a social group are pre. served and the continuity of its collective life ensured .... it
imparts meaning to the existence of a culture and helps it
sustain its worldview".
As if the above were not enough, Manzoor tried again
to demonstrate the significance and instrumentality of education as the central nerve of a community's existence by
asserting that:
It (education) cannot be equated with a mere
inventory of the paraphernalia and instruments of instruction, including even institutions and external structures. On the contrary, in every meaningful and constructive
way, education is inextricably linked with the
general intellectualism of a culture, the principal· task of which is to provide a forum for
self-analysis and criticism.... Educational
philosophy, therefore, not only shapes the
destiny and identity of any historical community; in its function as the guardian and
cultivator of values, it is also the very basis
of all culture and civilization. (p.38).
If this is the role of education in any human community Muslims must necessarily formulate a system of knowledge and an educational structure that conforms to their
worldview.
The combined factors of the incompatibility of the
secular worldview with Islam, and the awareness of the crucial role of education as described above are the reasons for
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chains of reactions and resistance in the Muslim World.
Some reactions such as the Muslim inodernists' approach,
were glaringly apologetic, advocating total adaptation and
adoption of Westem thoughts and ideas, and the interpretation by all means oflslamic texts to conform to them. This
is a manifestation of intellectual apathy and psychological
defeatism and despair. The fallacy inherent in this approach
is that, it assumes the superiority of Western thoughts and
regards them as axiomatic truths that are universally valid
and impeccable. Besides, it is also wrong to adopt this approach because of the fact that even in the West, a number
of scientific theories, principles and laws are usually challenged, questioned, faulted and even condemned as invalid,
inaccurate and therefore, unacceptable.
The worst pitfall of this approach is its assumption
that Qur'anic verses are to be validated and proved with
science. This is definitely wrong for the Qur'an is an infallible and impeccable revelation, from an Infallible, Divine,
and Omniscient Being. It can be used to prove the validity
and truth of scientific theory and not vice-versa. Allah says
in the Qur'an:
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"The Word of thy Lord doth find fulfilment in truth
and injustice: None can change His Words: For He
is the One Who heareth and /cnoweth all. " (Qur 'an
6:115).
On the other hand, there was the extreme traditionalist approach taken by a section of our Ulama. It was borne
out of genuine intention to preserve the originality and sane34

tity of the religion. It repels and dismisses any attempt to
interpret Islamic texts through analogi_es with some modem
scientific principles, concepts and discoveries, even ifthese
have clear concordance and congruence with the Qur' an.
According to Ashraf (1979), this reaction has indeed succeeded in preserving the spiritual aspect of Islam in a sec.,.
tion of the community, but it failed to meet up the chal- .
-lenges posed by modernity.
At some extreme levels, this approach advocates the
closure of the door of Ijtihad. This is the stand taken by
some classical Muslim scholars in reaction to the excesses
of sorne philosophers and the unbridled rationalism\advocated and demonstrated by the Mu'tazilites. Goo9 as t.Ite
intention of this trend is, it however precludes the prospeets ~ ·
of intellectual progress. Its far reaching effect is ·that, it
denies Islam its universality, permanence and dynamism as
a comprehensive worldview and way of life, and so perpetuates the intellectual stagnation of the Ummah.
. What then is the way out? The way out is to provide
an approach which does not compromise the fundamentals
of Islamic faith ·in anyway, nor sacrifice its values, ideals,
goals and teachings. An approach which at the same time
does not retard the intellectual and scholastic progress of
the Ummah. This should be a middle course approach between the two extremes. It should be an approach that is
comprehensive and deeply penetrating. Not simply the one
which addresses few parts of the problem, nor that which
. merely scratches its surface. Thejslamization of Know};,,
edge, as a methodological and epistemological enterprise
really qualifies for this task. An attempt has fa~en made
here to explain what it means.
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THE MEANING OF ISLAMIZATION OF
KNOWLEDGE
The Islamization of Knowledge could be seen as a
reaction to the Western secular intellectual hegemony. But
more than that, it should be seen as the intellectual wing of
the ensuing contention between the Islamic and the Western (secular) civilisation and worldviews. Or as Abu Fadl
(1988) said, "lslamization constitutes a major force of renovation upon the contemporary world scene", and that it is a
''potential force for effective (global) cultural renewal and
direction". So, rather than desperately trying to justify (by
whatever means) some secular theories, principles or concepts of modern social and natural sciences with Qur 'anic
verses, as was attempted by some muslim appologists, the
Islamization of Knowledge is an overall methodological
enterprise. According to al-Alwani (1995, p. 89),
"The Islamization of knowledge is primarily
a methodological issue prepositioned on the
identification and articulation of the relationship between revelation and real - existence.
In its essence, that relationship is one of integration and permeation that clarifies the
comprehensive manner in which the Qur' an ·
deals with the real - existential and its governing and regulating natural laws (Sunan)
and principles".
In much more clear terms, al-Alwani (1995, p83) earlier explained what the Islamization of Knowledge exactly
means. He says:
"The Islamization of Knowledge is not a
cosmetic addition of religious terminology
and sentiment to studies in the social sciences
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and humanities or the grafting of relevant
Qur'anic verses on to the sciences or disciplines intended for Islamization. On the contrary, Islamization of Knowledge n1a.y be
viewed as a methodological and episte.mo.,
logical re-arrangement of the sciences and
their principles. Moreover, it is not to be understood as a blanket extension of personal
conviction to all the disciplines in an attempt
to lend a sort of religious legitimacy to the
accomplishments ofhuman civilisation. Nor
should it be understood as a negation of those
achievements by the logic of empty semantics."
From the above explanations the Islamization of
Knowledge programme can be said to be an attempt to
reorient and recast knowledge to conform to the Islamic
belief system and worldview.
The philosophical justification of the Islamization of
Knowledge exercise is embedded in the fact that fundamental differences exist between Islamic and Western secular
worldviews. Since both of these worldviews are the foundations of the Islamic and Western approaches to knowledge respectively, it therefore means that invariably, there
are fundamental differences and conflicts between the two
approaches to knowledge. While the Islamic worldview is
built on a firm belief in Allah as the Creator of the universe,
the Source of life, Who is Sovereign, Omnipotent and
Omniscient, and upon whom man must rely in all his physiological and psycho - intellectual pursuits, the Western secular worldview is built on the notion that human reasoning is
self-reliant and effective in guiding mankind. Thus, the way
the latter would view, seek, interpret and transmit knowl37

edge will definitely be different from how the former would
do. Given these fundamental contradictions between the two
visions of knowledge, the prevalence and predominance of
W%tern secular approach to knowledge in the Muslim world
in particular and the whole world in general cannot continue to be tolerated and promoted. The predominance of this defective secular view of knowledge has thrown not
only the. Muslim world into a cultural misarray and disorientation, spiritual and moral degeneration, identity crisis and
lack of meaning and direction in life, but also the whole
world in general. There has to be a solution to this anomaly
and the Islamization of Knowledge is a credible and viable
proposal in this regard. AccOldingtoAbuFadl (1989,p.179),
"Islamization provides a beacon on the receding horizons
of our planetary community. As such it ought to become
the common cause and general concern of everybody with a
stake in the moral well being of a sane society and sober
civilisation".
Whatever the case may be, every movement must
have a starting point, or rather a springboard. It must also
have a clear vision. With regards to the Islamization of
Knowledge, the Islamic worldview and the Islamic conception of knowledge form an essential foundation and constitute and signify its vision. There is therefore the need to
have a sound and unambiguous understanding of the Islamic
ebnception of knowledge. This is so because as earlier said,
whatever discipline is intended to be Islamized, its degree
of conformity or otherwise to Islam can only be adequately
discerned on the basis of the Islamic vision of knowledge.
Ini:he next section an attempt has been made to discuss the
components that make up the Islamic conception of Knowledge.
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SECTION TWO
THE ISLAMIC VISION OF

KNOWLEDGE
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Position of Knowledge in Islam
In Islam the position and importance of knowledge
begin from the fact that firm faith in Allah is predicated on
the basis of full conviction, certainty and proof. This cannot
be attained without knowledge and it is only when faith is
attained through sound knowledge that it could endure.
Hence, blind imitation is discouraged in Islam. Allah condemns disbelievers in the Qur'an for abandoning knowledge and following conjectures which do not lead to the
truth, and also blindly imitating their forefathers who cannot understand or reflect over anything of knowledge and
guidance. The Qur'an says regarding blind imitation of parents:
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"And when it is said unto them: Follow that
which Allah hath revealed, they say: We
follow that wherein we found our fathers.
What! Even though their fathers were wholly
unintelligent and had no guidance? (2: 170). 6
And with regards to following false conjectures the Qur'an
says:

('I' A-YV : ~\ oJy)
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"Loi It is those who disbelieve in the Hereafter who name
the angels with the names offemales. And they have no
knowledge thereof They follow but a guess, and Loi A
guess can never take the place of the truth. (53: 27-28). 7
In the light of the above, it can be seen that Islam
considers knowledge to be the only means by which truth
can be realised and llllderstood. And since Allah is the Ultimate and Absolute Truth (Qur'an 22:62; 10:32) it is only
necessary that man must acquire knowledge in order to know
God and worship Him correctly and properly. With this, it
can be said that Islam begins and ends with knowledge.
In order to vindicate the above assertion, numerous
historical and textual examples can be cited. First of all, the
episode of the first revelation that was made to Prophet
Muhammad (S.A.W) is the most relevant and convincing
example. The verses of the Qur 'an that were first revealed
to him are those which enjoined him to read. As narrated
by Bukhari Angel Jibril squeezed him several times ordering him to "read" after each squeeze. He then proclaimed
to him the following verses:
(Y )~if
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Read! In The name of thy Lord Who
createth, Createth man from a clot (of congealed blood), Read: And thy Lord is the
Most Bounteous, Who teacheth by the Pen,
teacheth man that lvhich he knew not.
(Qur 'an 96: 1 - 5).
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These verses are the first part of the 96th chapter of
the Qur' an. Ordinarily, one would have thought that the first
chapter of the Qur' an should have been the one to be revealed at first before any other chapter. That this did not
happen raises the question as to why the first part of the
96th chapter was revealed first and foremost. The answer is
not far from the fact that, this was done in order to categorically show and declare to the world that Islam is a religion
of knowledge, not a religion of conjectures, superstitions
and fictions. That Islam is knowledge in itself and all sound
knowledge is Islam. The two are inseparable. At the same
time the fact that Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W), though the
Noblest of all Allah's creatures, was squeezed by Angel Jibril
after he replied - 'I cannot read' - also teaches that knowledge could only be acquired through certain hardships, difficulties, trials and adventures, and that what~ver dimensions or forms such difficulties and trials may,take, knowledge is worth them.
While showing the importance of knowledge in Islam, Ibn-al-Qayyim in his book-M~ftahu Dar as-Sa'adah
Wa Manshuri Wilayati al-'llmi Wa al- 'lradah .. extolled,
expounded and enunciated more than one hundred and
twenty (120) virtues of knowledge in Islam. In doing this,
he quoted various Qur 'anic verses and traditions of the
Prophet (S.A.W). For the purpose of the scope of this dis•
course, only few of such virtues will be quoted here as follows:
(i) Allah says in Surat-Al-Imran i.e. chapter 3 verse 18.
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Allah (Himself) is Witness that there is no
God save Him. And the Angels and the men
of learning (too are witnesses). Maintaining His creation in justice, there is no God
save Him, the Almighty, the Wise.
According to Ibn-al-Qayyim, in this verse Allah has .
elevated the position of knowledge and knowledgeable
(learned) people to the extent that He recognized and approves of their testimony on His Unity and Oneness. He
counts their testimony along with His own and that of His
glorious Angel$. By this, Allah has shown us that the only
thing that leads to certainty, surety and conviction about
Allah is knowledge. It is also very clear in this verse that
nobody ~an know the Truth more than Allah Himself, His
Angels and his learned servants. This is indeed a great certification of the importance of knowledge.
(ii) Allah dispelled al! forms of equality between those
who have knowledge and those who do not have knowledge. He said the two can never be equal. He says in the
Qur'an:
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Say are those who know equal with those who do
not know (39:9).
(iii) Of all things in this world, the one and only thing which
Allah enjoined His messenger to constantly ask Allah to
give him increase in is knowledge. Allah says:
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" ....... and say, My Lord! Increase me in knowledge"
(Qur 'an 20: 114)
As for the traditions of the Prophet (S.A.W) there are
countless examples of his sayings which show the importance of knowledge in Islam. A popular saying is the one in
which he says:
"Seeking knowledge is compulsory upon every Muslim".

(Reported by Ibn-Abd al-Barr. In Jami 'i Bayani
al- I/mi; p.8).
In another hadith reported by Muslim, and others, the
Prophet (S.A.W) said,
whoever follows a path (sets out) to seek for knowledge, Allah will ease for him the way to Paradise. A
people will never gather in a sanctuary (Mosque) out
of the sanctuaries of Allah, reciting the Book of Allah (the Qur'an), teaching it to themselves except
that Angels will surround them, peace (of mind) will
descend on them, the Mercy ofAllah will overwhelm
(cover) them and Allah will mention (recognize) them
as those who are with (close to) Him.
In Islam, Knowledge has an inestimable virtue and
importance. It is one of the legacies whose benefit a person
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continues to draw even after he dies. The Prophet (S.A.W.)
has told us, as narrated by Abu-Hurairah that:
"If a man dies, all his deeds are cut off except three things: A permanent charity, or a
piece of knowledge that benefits, or a righteous son who prays for him".
(Reported by Ibn Abd al- Barr).

Aim of Acquiring Knowledge in Islam
In Islam, knowledge is sought and acquired for one
and only one fundamental aim. It is simply for the sake of
Allah. It means that one should seek knowledge in order to
know Allah and to worship Him correctly and properly. Even
if the knowledge one seeks is not necessarily religious
knowledge, so long as it is knowledge that is beneficial to
humanity, Islam approves of it. A Muslim should therefore
seek to acquire such knowledge for the sake of Allah. If a
Muslim does this he is still worshipping Allah in that way.
And after acquiring such knowledge he is expected to serve
humanity with it, with the aim of getting the pleasure and
reward of Allah. It does not matter even if he is paid for
what he does with his knowledge. The aim of acquiring
knowledge in Islam primarily therefore, is to conscientize
and educate man to be conscious of his duties towards his
Creator (Allah) and also his duties towards his fellow creatures and his rights upon them.
All that has been said above is deduced from the verses
that were first revealed to the Prophet (S.A.W) which were
quoted earlier. While the Prophet (S.A.W) was enjoined in
those verses to 'read', what he should read was not specified. It is therefore safe to conclude that all forms of beneficial knowledge have been referred to in the verse. So, a
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Muslim's goal in acquiring knowledge should be service to
his Lord (Creator) and to his fellow creatures. That is why
he is obliged to read in the name of his Lord.
While stressing this particular aim of seeking knowledge, the Prophet (S .A. W) warned against harbouring any
ultra motive that is not in any way going to yield benefit to
him in person, and mankind in general. Hence acquiring
knowledge purely and only for the purpose of earning/accumulating worldly gains, arrogance, controversy, show off,
and the like is condemned by the Prophet (S.A.W). He says:
"Whosoever seeks knowledge - supposed
to be sought for Allah's sake -but he seeks it
Gust) to earn some worldly gains, he shall
never perceive (smell) the fragrance of paradise".
(Reported by Ibn Abd al-Barr in Jami 'i Bayani al-

Ilmi).
It could be seen from here that, a fundamental difference exists between the Islamic view of knowledge and the
Western view. While the aim of acquiring knowledge in the
west is purely secular, profane and temporal, the Islamic
aim of knowledge transcends that as has been explained in
the preceding paragraphs. It needs to be emphasized here
that, the attachment of only materialistic. aims and values to
knowledge reduces the essence of knowledge. Knowledge
has intrinsic and transcendental values for which it must be
sought. One of such transcendental values of knowledge is
its position as the only guide to Allah and the means by
which humanity justifies its role as Allah's vicegerents on
earth. These are higher order aims of acquiring knowledge
which are absent in secular education.
The aims oflslamic Education are therefore, far more
comprehensive than those of secular education. Unlike
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Western secular education, Islamic education aims at providing prosperity and felicity in this world and in the Hereafter. The following statement of the aim of Muslim Education as agreed upon by Muslim Scholars at the First World
Conference on Muslim Education in 1977, held at Makkah
comprehensively summarises all that has been said here:
The aim of Muslim education is the creation of the 'good and righteous man' who
worships Allah in the true sense of the term,
builds up the structure of his earthly life according to the Shariah (Law) and employs it
to serve his faith." (p.42).

Islamic View on the Source of Knowledge
This is another area of fundamental difference between the Islamic view of knowledge and the Western view.
As far as Islam is concerned, Allah is the source of all knowledge. It makes no difference whether that knowledge is the
type that is obtained through revelation or the type that is
acquired through empirical means - experience and experimentation. In this regard, the source and origin of knowledge is Divine and Transcendental. This is unlike the Western secular view which considers the source of knowledge
purely mundane - purely a product of man's interaction with
his environment.
According to the Qur' an, Allah taught Adam all forms
of knowledge. It is this knowledge which Allah taught Adam
that humanity inherited. That this knowledge undergoes
transformations and developments does not dispel the facts
of its origin and source. Allah says in this regard:
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"And He taught Adam all the names, then showed
them to the Angels, saying: Inform Me of the names
ofthese, ifye are truthful. They said: Be ye glorified!
We have no knowledge save that which Thou has
taught us. Lo! Thou, only Thou, art the Knower, the
Wise. He said: 0 Adam! Inform them oftheir names,
and when he had informed them of their names, He
said: Did I not tell you that I know_the secret of the
heavens and the earth'!_ And I know that which ye
disclosed and which ye hide. (2: 31-33)
According to the view of many Qur'anic interpreters
and commentators, the names taught to Adam are the names
of everything and their uses for life. This interpretation is
the one maintained by the celebrated Qur'anic commentator - Ibn-Kathir in his interpretation of this verse. And he
said this same view is the one expressed by Ibn Abbas,
Mujahid, Said bn Jubair, and several others. This view of
Allah being the source of all knowledge is exactly what Allah means when He says:

<., : . .~1
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He taught man what he knows not. (Qur 'an, 96:5).
What is meant here is that God has sent down knowledge and He blessed man with the intellect and power of
reasoning. If man uses this intelligence given to him appropriately he can explore and exploit the treasures of knowledge. Empirical knowledge could therefore be explored and
acquired by man through experience and experimentation.
As for revealed knowledge man can never reach it except
by revelation from God. Human intelligence has limitations.
Left alone, human intelligence cannot arrive at any adequate
standard of guidance and prosperity. The inherent limitations of the human intelligence is what automatically sets
limits to human knowledge. There is therefore a necessary
need for man to be guided by an Infallible, Impeccable and
Immaculate Divine Source of Knowledge; hence the need
for revelation to guide man. This fact about the limitation
of human knowledge is alluded to in the following Qur'anic
verse:
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They will ask thee concerning the spirit.
Say: The spirit is by command of my Lord,
and of knowledge, Ye have been vouchsafed
but little". (Qur 'an, 17:85)
In line with the above explanations, it could be said
that the Qur'an (having been revealed by Allah) and the
Smmah (which is the Prophetic interpretation of the Qur'an)
are the primary sources of knowledge in Islam. In particular the Qur 'an is an embodiment of numerous branches and
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aspects of knowledge from which a number of systems and
subsystems of knowledge are derivable. It comprehends all
forms of knowledge accessible to man regarding the divine
I transcendental world and the cosmic existence(the universe). It is, therefore, indispensable 1&-any quest for, or
pursuit of, knowledge whether it is related to the divine or
the real existential. In the Islamic view of knowledge, no
scholastic pursuit can take place in isolation of it. It is the
Muslim's fundamental guide and major reference piece, even
when he is undertaking a study about the universe and everything therein.

Classification of Knowledge in Islam
Many Muslim scholars have attempted to classify
knowledge in various ways. An-Najjar (1996) presented
some aspects of these classifications. In his view, some of
them are imitations of the Aristotelian classification structure. Al-Farabi's, Ibn-Sina's and Ikhwanal-Safa's classifications fall into this category. Others according to An-Najjar
are innovative and original such as the classifications oflbnal-Nadim, Ibn-Hazm, Ibn-Khaldun, Tash-Kubra Zadah,
among others. An-Najjar actually has made some detailed
explanations with regards to the structures, patterns, characteristics and roles or impacts of these classifications, but
·this is beyond the scope of this book. The aim here is simply to present a simple and broad~based classification such
as al-Ghazzali's that it is devoid ofintricacies and complexities.
According to Al-Ghazzali (450 A.H), knowledge is
broadly classified in Islam into two categories. These are
religious and worldly knowledge. By religious knowledge,
it is meant knowledge which has direct links with religious
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beliefs, rituals etiquette and conducts. By worldly knowledge it is meant the aspects of knowledge which acquaint
man with this universe and with the skills, expertise and
professionalism in relation to his worldly living. Islam enjoins and encourages acquiring both types of knowledge.
However, Islam regards religious knowledge more important than worldly knowledge because it is the knowledge
that directly leads man to know his Creator and how to woi;ship Him correctly. And this is the fundamental purpose of
creation. Islam therefore makes it obligatory on every Muslim (man and woman alike) to seek and acquire knowledge
of his religion. Even in the religious knowledge, there are
certain aspects, such as knowledge of inheritance the acquisition of which is a vicarious obligation, that are not necessarily obligatory on each and every individual.
As for the worldly knowledge, acquiring any aspect
of it is not obligatory upon every Muslim on individual basis like religious knowledge but it is obligatory on all Muslims on a collective basis. Al-Ghazzali stresses that this aspect of knowledge is a communal obligation and, therefore,
every particular Muslim community must make sure that a
section of it necessarily acquires each and every aspect of
it. This necessity according to Al-Ghazzali becomes even
more serious if such a discipline has certain indispensable
importance and benefit to socie~l existence. Some important examples in this regard are Medicine, Mathematics,
Engineering and the lik~. Any Muslim community which
fails to train a section ofit in any one aspect of these secular
disciplines could be deeined to have offended Allah collectively. It is against this background that Al-Qardawi in his
book - Ar-Rasul-Wa al-'Ilm- said in categorical terms that:
... it is obligatory µpon the Muslim community to get som'e. of its citizen to special,; 1.
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ize in all various fields of human endeavours (worldly knowledge)-psychology, sociology, education, economics, politics, and
so on. (The Muslim community must be
conversant with all these and other fields)
to be able to teach them perfectly and also
transform and present them in their (hitherto)
original Islamic view points/perspectives,
and in their Islamic garbs. This is necessary
especially beca~se of the fact that it is these
fields/areas of human social sciences that
shape and mould the mentality (consciousness) and life preference (fil!auq) of the community/society; and also they modify the behavioural tendencies (suluk) of its individuals. Muslims should not therefore, simply
consider acquiring or abandoning these aspects of knowledge as mere matters of free
choice but should consider that as a form of
(essential) collective obligation among other
things (pp:94).~
A seemingly similar pattern of classification was also
made by Ibn-Abd al-Barr in his Jamiu Bayan al-'Ilm. He
said:
Knowledge in the view of the people of
religion(Islam) are of three (orders) categqries.
(These are) higher order, lower order, middle order
knowledge. The higher order knowledge to them is
religious (revealed) knowledge. In this category of
knowledge, it is not allowed for any person to make
any pronmmcements except in accordance. to the
saying of Allah in His Book or in the tongues of His
Messengers. The Middle order knowledge is the
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knowledge about the sciences of the Universe ... like
Medicine, and Engineering (among others) and the
Lower order Knowledge the is the one related to the
skills, laws and ethics oftrades and works like swimming, horsemanship, fashion-design (tailoring), artistry, engraving, and the like. (P.46).
However, it needs to be emphasized here that, whichever discipline a Muslim chooses to study, he should do that
purely in the name of Allah - his Creator. And once a Muslim offers to study a particular discipline he does that on
behalf of the Muslim community. It therefore automatically
becomes an individual obligation on his shoulders. This is
because, the implication of offering a particular discipline
(like Medicine) means undertaking a trust towards one's
creator and his community. If knowledge is viewed in the
way explained above, it becomes clear that, Islam does not
.after all see any sharp line of demarcation between the religious and the so-called secular knowledge.
Al-Alwani(l 995,p.85) alluded to this categorisation
of knowledge and that the two categories as far as Islam is
concerned are complementary to each other. He maintains
that, from the verses which command us to read:
... it may be deduced that humanity has been commanded to undertake two different kinds of readings and to understand its situation in the universe
through an understanding of how the two complement one another. The first reading is the book of
Allah's revelation(the Qur'an), in which all matters
of religious significance are explained, and the second is the book of His creation(the natural universe),
from which nothing has been omitted. To undertake a reading of either without reference to the other
will neither benefit humanity nor lead it to the sort
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of comprehensive knowledge necessary for the building and maintenance of civilized society or to knowl·edge worthy of preservation and further development
or exchange.
•
In another dimension, Knowledge in Islam has also
been classified into some other two categories. These are
beneficial (an-Nafi'i) and harmful (ad-Darr). These categories are sometimes referred to as Commendable
(Mamduh) and Blameworthy (Madhmum). In the Qur'an,
Allah alludes to this categorization while condemning the
people who seek the knowledge of magic. He says:

( \ ·" : o~I )
.... And they learn what harmeth them, not what profiteth
them .... ( Qur 'an, 2: 102)
In a number of his traditions, the Prophet (S.A.W.)
constantly used to ask Allah to endow him with a beneficial
and profitable knowledge, and he constantly seeks refuge
with Allah from harmful knowledge. In one of his prayers,
narrated by Musa Ibn Abi Aishah (Maula Ummi Salmah),
the Prophet (S.A.W.) used to say:
"O Allah! I ask you beneficial knowledge, a pure
(blessed) wealth and an acceptable deed" (Reported by Ibn-Abd al-Barr, p.196)
In another hadith, narrated by Abd Allah ibn Abbas,
the Prophet (S.A.W.) used to say:
"O Allah! I seek refuge with you from knowl54
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edge which does not benefit .... " (Also reported by lbn-Abd al-Barr, p.195).
A number of inferences could be made from the verse
and these prophetic traditions. One of these is that, there is
knowledge which is inherently and intrinsically beneficial
·and profitable, and there is also the type which is harmful
and blameworthy. Revealed knowledge as contained in the
Qur'an and Sunnah is definitely beneficial. So also is any
type of knowledge that leads and guides to Allah, righteousness and service to humanity. Any form of knowledge that
is inherently opposed to the contents of Allah's revelation
like magic and the like, and which therefore misguides and
dissuades from the path of Allah, and also does not benefit
humanity in anyway, is definitely harmful and blameworthy. Muslims must refrain from it and should not waste
their time and resources on it.
Another inference that could be made from these texts
is that, the benefit or otherwise of knowledge depends on
the use made of it or the purpose accomplished with it. A
piece of knowledge that is not used in accordance to the
injunctions of Allah, even if it were commendable and useful in itself may automatically and ultimately be harmful
and blameworthy. In this regard, a knowledge ofQur'anic
sciences (e.g. Qira'a, Tafsir, etc) if not used to attain the
pleasure of God, and to worship Him may end up being harmful to its possessor. The same thing applies to knowledge of
Medicine, Engineering, Astronomy, Psychology, Sociology,
Chemistry, Physics, Biology, and the like ifthey are directed
against humanity, such as when they are used to perpetrate
and perpetuate mischief, and all sorts of wrong doing. This
type of knowledge, which in itself is beneficial but wrongfully and mischievously made use of is really pa!f of the
type which the Prophet (S.A.W.) seeks Allah's refuge from.
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Islamic View About fhe Universality of Knowledge
'O

If reference is made to the Islamic view about the source
of knowledge, it wouid be seen that Islam really views
knowledge as a universal entity. In other words, knowledge
in its entirety -and essence is a universal human heritage. In
one of his hadiths, the Prophet (S.A.W) alluded to this fact
by saying, "wisdom (knowledge) is the lost property of the
believer. Wherever he finds it, he most deserves it"
~
No race, tribe, nation, or colour has a monopoly of
knowledge. Humanity generally'has the capability to acquire
knowledge and can also attain perfection in it. So, all human races, tribes, nations and or colours could excel in terms
of exploring, acquiring, transforming and developing knowledge. It is simply a matter of historical evolution that one
race/community dominates others in terms of knowledge.
In the same vein it is also a matter of adventurism and hard
work (seriousness with life). This is an historical fact. It
could be proved by making reference to the Egyptian, Chinese, Indian, Persian, Greek, Roman and Islamic civilizations which all flourished and dominated the world at certain times in history.
Although it has just been said that knowledge is universal, it is noteworthy to affirm that despite its universality, knowledge has a cultural stamp. This is because it has
never existed in a vacuum. It has always existed in certain
historical, social and geograhical contexts. Every human
community (given the diversity of worldviews amongst communities) has its own exclusive cultural values, and peculiar civilizational orientations. The goals and aspirations of
different human communities are therefore; invariably diverse. Subsequently, societies/communities differ in their
respective approaches to and views about knowledge and
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what it stands for. On the basis of its cultural values and
aspirations, a community delineates its aims and methods
of acquiring knowledge, and also the structures and contents of its educational system. This is what gives knowledge a cultural stamp. Junaidu (1972, p. 467) succinctly puts
this fact across in this way:
Knowledge is certainly universal and timeless but it
has a social cultural stamp. It also has a purpose and
a commitment to a particular worldview. It therefore cannot be neutral

Characteristics of Knowledge in Islam
Another area of fundamental differences between the
Islamic approach to knowled~e and that of the West is that
of characteristic of knowledge. lnfact the characteristics of
knowledge in Islam are the features which make its vision
of knowledge distinct and unique. Some of these
characterstics have been outlined and discussed by Wan
Daud(1989, pp.62-91). Of such characteristics, there is the
inseparability ofknowledge from Allah. It means that, since
Allah is All- Knowing and Omniscient, He is the root of all
· knowledge. Whatever form of knowledge is possessed or
acquired by mankind it is definitely vouchsafed to them by
Allah. It should never be seen purely as a product of human
independent effort and endeavour. Hence, no aspect of
knowledge should be separated from Him.
Another characteristic of knowledge in Islam is that,
knowledge and truth are interwoven. This is obvious since
Allah is the Ultimate Truth. As explained above ,knowledge cannot be separated from Him. What this implies is
that, the essence of knowledge is to lead to the truth, and
nothing but the truth. Since Allah is the Absolute. and Ultimate Truth, knowledge should lead humanity to Allah. Any
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which does not lead to the truth is not in real
sense a sound knowledge but a mere misconception. This
is the reason which informs the Qur'anic insistence oncertain variables as the truth (al-haqq), certainty (al-yaqin),
absolute and experienced certainty (haqq al- yaqin), certainty of sight (ain al- yaqin), and cognitive certainty (ilm
al- yaqin). These variables constitute three grades of surety
or truth; the highest being the first and the lowest being the
third. On the other hand, the Qur'an condemns the antitheses of these variables such as falsehood (al-batil), doubt
(shakk), conjecture (zann), whims (hawa), and ignorance
Oahl).
Other features of knowledge in Islam are its relationship with action, sprituality, and ethics. This relationship as
obtained in Islam is unequalled. In Islam the essence of
knowledge is good deeds and righteousness. In a number of
verses and ahadith emphasis has been made on combining
knowledge with good deeds and piety. At the same time the
Qur' an condemns the Jews (individually and sometimes
collectively) for not acting in accordance with their knowledge, and the Christians for acting on ignorance. 9
Looked at in another way, since knowledge is the
source and foundation of sure faith and true belief(iman)
and that iman itself produces good deeds (amalus-salih),
Wan Daud here submits that, "it can be syllogistically deduced that knowledge would(through belief)be a positive
cause of good deeds." Thus, the frequent linking of iman
and amalus-salih in the Qur'an is virtually linking knowledge and good deeds(which combines righteousness, piety,
and all other moral and ethical conducts). This is the very
reason why people of piety, sure faith and righteousness are
usually described as "people of knowledge" (alladhina utul
ilma), «those who possess understanding" (ulul al- bab),
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"those deeply _grounded in knowledge"(anusikhuna faililmi),· and so on.
~e discussing this water-tight relationship between
knowledge and good deeds in Islam, Mikailu (1996,pp.2-6)
elaborately explained the views of Sheikh Sayyid Sabiq in
his book -Da'awah al-Islam; pp.33-34; and Sheikh Uthman
bn Fodiyo in his book- Kitabul al- Adab al-'Ibadat wa al 'Adat, p.31 on the issue. Both scholars maintain the view
that ethics and scholarship are positively correlated. In
Sabiq's view, the right approach to life is, "to adopt a balanced approach in all endeavours( especially scholastic and
academic) through allowing Islamic ethics and moral injunctions to guide his behaviour for attainment of optimum
level of felicity as well as spiritual redemption." Sheikh
Uthman bnFodiyo on the other hand enumerated the qualities which combine to make an ideal or exemplary scholar.
These include among others, things like firm iman in Allah,
piety, humility, righteousness, etc. It is therefore, clear from
the foregoing that, in Islam, unlike secularism, knowledge,
faith, action(good deeds) and morality (ethics) are inseparable

Methods of Knowledge in Islam

>The Qur'an recognizes three levels of perception.
These are the spiritual, intellectual and sensory levels. The
organs on which these three levels are represented are the
heart f qalb), the mind/intellect (aql), and the sensory organ(' The methods of knowledge in Islam are based on
these three levels of perception. According to Muhammad
(1995) they constitute the major (methodological) components.oflslamic epistemology. In other words, Islam recognizes the fact that knowledge is sourced and obtained through
these levels. The spiritual level deals with revelation in its
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various forms such as inspiration, intuition and telepathy;
the intellectual level deals with cognitive processes like
thinking, reflections meditations and contemplations; while
the sensory level deals with things like observation, experimentation, arid the like. It is however, important to note
that, at the spiritual level of perception, both the intellect
and the heart are involved, and at the sensory level, the intellect is still involved. The methods of knowledge in Islam
are thus confined to these levels of perception.. Going by
this structure the most reliable method of acquiring knowlecige is revelation. It is an immaculate and impeccable way
of endowing knowledge to man. Thus in Islam, revealed
knowledge is the most authentic knowledge which humanity has got. It cannot be faulted by human reasoning or sensory observations and studies.
Revelation itself according to the Qur'an can take
place in different ways and forms. It can be by means of
direct verbal communication in which Allah divinely speaks
directly to the mortal being as it happened to Prophets Musa
and Muhammad (S.A.W) respectively; it can be through an
angel(Arch Angel Jibril); and or through inspiration. These
three methods have been described in the Qur'an in the following way:-

. .And it is not (possible) for a man that Allah shall
sp~akto him except through inspiration or from behind aveilor thatH(f sends (unto him) a messenger
(an angel who) reveals (to him) by his leave that
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which He wills. He Most High, All- Wise". (Qur 'an,
42:51 )
Some other forms of revelation may be through
vision(in dreams) as was the case with Prophet
Ibrahim(A.S) 10 and Prophet Muhammad(S.A.W). 11 Even
though revelation from Allah to humanity is principally done
through the prophets, the Qur 'an also tells us that other chosen servants ofAllah can sometimes receive inspiration from
Him. Examples of these are Maryam (A.8) 12, Ummu Musa
(Moses's mother).13 The Qur'an also informs us that even
non humans receive inspiration from Allah. For example it
is mentioned in the Qur' an that Allah inspired the honey
bee. 14 But it has also been clearly explained in the Qur' an
that evil spirits do communicate to their human friends or
servants. 15 This should not be mistaken for the revelation
being discussed here. When we talk about revelation as a
method of acquiring knowledge in Islam, we mean only the
revelation that comes from God. Others beside this are falsehoods and misconceptions. It is also important to note that
revelation from God had completely been sealed and cut off
after Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w ). All claims ofreceiving
revelation ( i.e. the types done to Prophets ) after Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.) are false. His revelation, the Qur'an,
is final, universal, permanent and comprehensive. It has
been destined therefore, to be an eternal and infinite treasute of knowledge. It is an indispensable beacon and criterion for any scholastic endeavour for all times.
Telepathy is another form of inspiration. To Muslims,
it is a miracle which usually happens with certain chosen
servants of Allah.
It happened with Prophet
Muhammad(S.A.W) when he narrated the martyrdom of
Ja'afar bn Abi Talib and two others, at the very moment it
was happening hundreds of kilometres away from Madinah.
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The same thing happened with Umar (r.a. )-the second caliph of Islam, when from the top of the pulpit on Friday he
was heard shouting words of caution to the Muslim anny
commander (Sariyah) who was thousands ofkilometres away
from Madinah. All these establish the fact that there is a
spiritual level of perception which transcends ordinary intellectual and sensory perceptions. The western secular
approach to knowledge however, simply dismisses it as unscientific or rather unempirical.
As for the methods which involve the rest of the two
levels of perception (intellectual & sensory), the Qur'an
exhorts us to use them for the acquisition of sound knowledge. With regards to the intellect the Qur'an implores
mankind to make use of several intellectual methods of acquiring knowledge such as reflection (tafakkur), understanding (tafaqquh), meditation/contemplation (tadabbur), understanding /discernment (ta'aqqul). All these words have been
used in their various verb forms in the Qur'an. In some
places the Qur'an praises those who use these intellectual
processes properly (that is the believers), and condemns
those who do not use them properly.
Regarding the sensory organs, the Qur' an calls on
humanity to make use oftheir sensory organs to observe the
universe in order to acquire knowledge ofthe Truth. In many
places Allah mentions these sensory organs as special and
important favours endowed to man and that he should use
them to arrive at true knowledge. 16 Based on this, we can
say that the Qur'an approves of empirical studies and
experimentations and observations. This is because undertaking such empirical studies will widen one's scope of
knowledge, increase one's faith in Allah and will also serve
as a practical inte1p1etation of the Qur'anic sayings about
the real-existential. The Qur'an never contradicts the real
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existence and vice-versa. Where this occurs it must be as a
result of the inability of man's senses and intellect to perceive the situation correctly because of the inherent weaknesses of these sense organs. The Qur'an tells us how
Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) undertook an experiment on
revivification of the dead ( 2:260), for the purpose of attaining a sure faith in Allah. Still in very clear terms, the Qur'an
calls on us to undertake close empirical investigations, observations and experimentations on the various creatures of
God (especially our own selves) in order to see the inherent
portents in these creatures which convey the Majesty and
Greatness of God. For example, Allah says:
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On the earth are signs (of God's existence) for those of assured faith. As also in your ownselves; Will ye not then
see?.(Qur 'an, 51:20-21)
These types of exhortations are very numerous in the
Qur' an. They all convey to us how the Qur' an is very much
concerned with the quest for empirical knowledge. If all
the three sources of acquiring knowledge as analyzed above
are considered, it becomes clear that the Islamic methodology of knowledge is all-encompassing, whereas the western secular methodology is deficient and narrow because of
its rejection of revelation.
There is another dimension of methodology of seeking, acquiring, imparting, and disseminating knowledge in
Islam. This dimension applies to the regulations, rules, eti63

quette, prerequisites and conditions governing and guiding
the behaviours and conducts of the teacher and learner.
Volumes of books have been written by many Muslim scholars on this subject matter. They include things like humility,
obedience, respect, steadfastness, perseverance, firmness,
hardwork, industriousness and diligence, and so many others.
Another aspect of the method of knowledge in Islam
is the method followed by hadith scholars and scientists in
collecting, authenticating, recording and reporting all information concerning the Prophet (S.A.W). Here, you find an
advanced method of scholastic research and investigation
which up to now has not been matched even by the so-called
modem research methodologies of the West. Al-Umari
(1992) has established this fact beyond any reasonable
doubts. The scope of this book will not allow detail explanations and discussions on this aspect ofthe methods of scholastic inquiry in Islam. The foundations of these scholastic
endeavours are in the Qur' an. In many places the Qur' an
enjoins Muslims to authenticate information(knowledge)
before passing it over, and to avoid acting on hearsay and
conjectures. In fact the Qur'an puts conjectures as the direct antithesis of knowledge in many verses. A good example of these is the following verse:
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Those who believe not in the Hereafter, name the
angels with female names. But they have no Knowledge therein. They follow nothing but conjecture; ,,, .
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and conjecture avails nothing against Truth. (Qur 'an,

53: 27-28)

Implications and Significance of the Islamic Vision of Knowledge to the Islamization Programme
We have seen that, there are fundamental differences
between the Islamic worldview and approach to knowledge
on one hand, and the western secular world-view and conception of knowledge in the other. We have also seen that,
the two approaches to knowledge are incompatible and can
never exist harmoniously side by side. In addition to that,
given the comprehensiveness of the Islamic view of knowledge, and also the godlessness of the secular approach to
knowledge, the Islamization of knowledge is a necessary
and vital exercise which must be undertaken by the Muslim
world.
Another implication of the Islamic conception of
knowledge, to the Islamization programme is that, since
Muslims have had such a sublime, independent and dynamic
system or view of knowledge, they should not continue to
retain an alien system of knowledge that is inimical and
antagonistic to the Islamic worldview. Muslims should never
be deceived by the false claim of neutrality and objectivity
of knowledge which tantamounts to perpetual intellectual,
psychological and cultural subservience to the hegemony of
secular knowledge. It is true that, knowledge per se is neutral and universal. But because of the fact that it never exists in a vacuum, and has always had values, methods and
philosophies attached to it, it becomes culture bound and
ideologically biased. This argument was made by Harris
(1979,P.2) while refuting the claim of neutrality of knowledge. He said,
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"Knowing the world, or coming to know
the world, is not a matter oflearning or coming into possession of a set of facts or truths
about the world, which are there in the world,
and which the world yields up to those who
are able to see them; it is rather, a matter of
coming to perceive the world in particular
ways, from particular perspectives, and from
particular view points, which are largely determined by and arise out of one's interactions in and with a particular historical and
social context".
The arguments of Junaidu (1976, p.467) quoted earlier bring out even clearer the points being put across here.
The implications of all the points raised above is that,
Islamization of knowledge is not just a necessity but an obligation. This is so especially if contemporary Muslims wish
to assert their faith and regain their lost civilizational glory.
History also vindicates all the assertions made above.
According to Dauda (1994), when the Euro- Christian crusaders ransacked Muslim libraries and took away volumes
of books in various disciplines of knowledge, they had to
transform the knowledge to conform to their worldview.
This they did by removing all Islamic elements from it. They
redefined concepts and objectives, reformulated paradigms
and theories, and reshaped methodologies to suit their peculiar socio-cultural and ideological circumstances. The
same thing was done by the Marxist-socialists who stripped
all disciplines of knowledge of their bourgeois capitalist
tendencies, "giving them a completely new outfit after the
1917 Bolshevik revolution in the then Russia". It will therefore be defeatist and or pretentious if the Muslim world feels
that all is well, and that there is, therefore, no need for
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change.
The significance· ofthe Islamic conception of knowledge to the Islamization of knowledge programme is that,
with it, the effort of Islamization is not an unrealistic venture, nor is it a sentimental enterprise. It is a realistic and
genuinely motivated endeavour informed by the Muslims'
consciousness that they have an upright and sublime alternative to the Western secular system of knowledge. In this
regard, the Islamic conception of knowledge is the starting
and the ending point as well as the necessary criterion or
yardstick for the Islamization of Knowledge undertaking.
Put together with the implications discussed above, it constitutes and clearly also projects the vision of this noble
endeavour and effort.
0
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SECTION THREE
THE TASKS AHEAD OF THE
ISLAMIZATION OF KNOWL·
EDGE PROGRAMME
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THE TASKS AHEAD OF THE
ISLAMIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE
PROGRAMME
After presenting the Islamic vision of knowledge and
its implications, it is necessary to attempt to project an outline of the tasks ahead of the Islamization of Knowledge
programme. Considering the complex implications of this
vision of knowledge, the tasks must be analysed comprehensively. If a serious commitment is to be made to the
Islarnization of knowledge programme, then it must be pursued as a radical intellectual revolutionary exercise. This
is what Suleiman ( 1985) suggested when he says that, what
is required is "a radical intellectual war to oust the hegemony
of secular thoughts in our universities and institutions of
learning, and bring once again the Islamic thoughts in all
fields of endeavour." (p.33).
The tasks of the Islamization of Knowledge pro- .
gramme therefore, must be such that should provide fundamental, formidable and all-encompassing alternatives based
on the Islamic worldview. Such tasks should touch all aspects of knowledge and education. An attempt has been
made to present some of the important ones below:-

(a) Formulating an Islamic Theory of Knowledge
based on the Qur'an and Sunnah
This task entails undertaking fundamental methodological and epistemological works that would lead to formulating and expounding paradigms and methodologies of
knowledge and research in all the specific disciplines and
in the general system of knowledge. These paradigms and
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methodologies are to be expounded and projected strictly
in accordance to the general and specific principles of knowledge enshrined in_ the Qur'an, the Sunnah and the Intellectual Legacy of the celebrated Muslim Scholars.
The entire processes and procedures involved in this
task are contained in the twelve necessary steps leading to
the Islamintion of Knowledge as contained in Al-Faruqi
(1987). Similarly, they are the ones refined and profoundly
analysed in the six concise discourses presented by Dr. Taha
Jabir al-Alwani in his paper-Islamization of Knowledge:
Yesterday and Today-published in the American Journal of
Islamic Social Sciences, vol:12,NO: 1 (pp.81-101).
It is important to note that this is the most arduous
aspect of the undertaking, its essence, and sothe crux of the
whole matter. It challenges the very core or nucleus of the
Western secular epistemology, which is a system that took
centuries to develop to its present state. Only a determined,
relentless and well-equipped effort can carry this undertaking to success and victory. It is never an endeavour that can
be accomplished by scratching the surface. This is a fact
that must be appreciated and accepted.

(b) Formulating and Establishing Islamically Based
Contents and Infrastructure of Knowledge
This task entails applying all the outcomes of the preceding task to each discipline. It means that, the Islamically
based paradigms and methodologies propounded should be
applied to each discipline. This is necessary for the purpose of overhauling each discipline in its totality and not
merely making cosmetic changes to it. The ultimate goal in
this task is to Islamize the curriculum content of each discipline from its essential rubrics and fundaments.
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In this task the process of integrating revealed and
acquired knowledge comes into force. This will do away
with the problem of bifurcation or duality of knowledge. In
this, all aspects of knowledge can be imparted and also
employed in such a way that they would serve faith and life
for the purpose of earthly prosperity and that of the Hereafter.
The bifurcation of knowledge that currently prevails
in the Muslim world has persistently prevented Muslim youth
from understanding and appreciating the relationship and
relevance of the Islamic sciences to their real life situation
and has also precluded the discernment of the relevance and
relationship of the modem sciences to their faith.
The prevalence and persistence of this duality of
knowledge in the Muslim world is a disturbing anomaly that
was hitherto unknown to Muslims. It could be said to be
responsible for our cultural and intellectual set back. This
is because, as Abu-Sulayman (1994) has rightly asserted,
"the two categories of knowledge form a tree which is unable to grow, because the first category lacks the essential
dynamism to foster growth and the second is alien to the
Muslims, their lands, goals, and objectives." Abu Sulayman
then maintained that, for the purpose of reforming and reconstructing knowledge, a revival that would make the two
fit together must be initiated as part of establishing an Islamic Infrastructure and Education.
This task involves all the conventional levels of education. Muslims must overhaul all the contents of all the
branches of knowledge right from nursery schools up to the
Universities. Muslim children and youth should never be
subjected to alien and sometimes atheistic concepts in any
of the levels of education.
Besides the above, this task also involves changing
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the secular educational infra-structure, such that the goals,
procedures, modalities, manners and the general codes and
dispensations or dispositions of the system conform to Islamic ideals. In essence, what this means is the Islamization
of the administrator-teacher; teacher-teacher; teacher-student; administrator-student; and student-student relationships. This involves instilling Islamic moral codes and tenets as the governing principles of the education system.
This task also involves redefining the school-community relationship to make it conform to the teachings of Islam. In Islam, the schools owe certain obligations to the
community and vice-versa. These reciprocal obligations
between the school and the community are not necessarily
similar to the ones laid down by secularism. In actual sense,
these obligations emanate right from the relationships between the learned individual and the community. What does
an 'alim owe to his community and what does the community owe as obligations to him? All these have been enshrined in the Qur'an and Sunnah. The school-community
relationship in Islam is an extension, and also a re:Uection
of this. The schools should seek to imbibe this spirit in the
teachers and students. Unless this is done, our schools cannot be better or lslamically ditl:erent from the secular schools.
If this task and the one preceding it are clearly understood and appreciated, it would be seen that, lslamization
of Knowledge in the contemporary world should be a project
that would leave no stone unturned.

(c) Production of Islamized Teaching Force (Personnel)
The Islami:zation ofthe paradigms, methodologies and
contents of knowledge may only remain as paper work if
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the qualified and competent manpower necessarily required
for implementing the project is nm prepared. That is why
the production of Islamically conscious and qualified Muslim teachers is necessary. This. view has been forcefully
advanced by Dauda (1996). This task was also clearly envisaged by the participants of the International Conference
on Muslim Education (1977, Makkah). In his preface note
to one of the series published after this conference-Curriculum and Teacher Education-Syed Ali Ashraf states that:
In order to realize the aims and objectives oflslamic
education it is necessary for schools, colleges and
universities to have an Islamic curriculum. But a
curriculum and even the text-books prepared according to that curriculum cannot make education truly
Islamic either in spirit or in practice if the teachers
are not faithful Muslims and if they do not know the
proper methods of teaching according to that curriculum.
The role of the teacher as a central and important figure in the success of any educational endeavour cannot be
over-stated. This is because, the teacher stands at a middle
position between the educational policy makers, the learning contents and the learners. The success or failure of an
educational system to a great extent undoubtedly depend
on the teacher. Thus, as Baloch (1980, p .1'16) rightly emphasized, "the education and preparation of teachers is the
central, most crucial and most challenging problem involved
in the reconstruction of any educational system."
The task of producing or rather preparing teachers for
the successful implementation and ultimate realization of
the Islamization of knowledge project is a two-fold one. As
an imperative solution, it first of all involves re-educating
the present population of Muslim teachers in all disciplines.
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Parvez Manzoor tags this as the "re-education of Muslim
intellectuals". It calls for sufficiently acquainting such Muslim teachers with basic and adequate knowledge of the Islamic Sciences especially the Science ofJurisprudence (Usul
al-Fiqh), the Qur'anic Sciences such as Tafsir and 'Ulum
al-Qur'an; and the Hadith Sciences. At the same time, it
also calls for giving them a reorientation in their respective
disciplines by means of educating them in the Islamic perspectives of these disciplines.
At the same time, and as a pennanent and lasting solution, a concrete plan for the training of a qualified and
competent calibre of teachers from among Muslim children
and youth must immediately be embarked upon. What must
be ensured in this regm;d is the production of teachers who
are morally upright, religiously committed, and at the same
time conversant with the Islamic Sciences and the Islamic
perspectives of the modem disciplmes and branches of
knowledge. This is a task that must be started from the primary schools through the Universities.

(d) Laying Down Plans and Strategies for Successful Implementation
It may not be reasonable to pursue and or undertake
the tasks advanced here without making concrete plans and
strategies for implementing them. In this regard, the
Islamization of knowledge programme requires another essential task of laying down concrete plans and strategies by
which it should be pursued and implemented. Making educational plans and strategies has been alluded to in the
Qur'an, Allah says:
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Nor should the believers all go forth together: If a
contingent from every expedition remained behind,
they could devote themselves to studies in religion
and admonish the people when they return to them,
that thus they (may learn) to guard themselves
(against evil) (Qur 'an, 9: 122).
This task involves a number of things as follows:-

(I) Setting a Time Frame for Particular Aspects of the
Programme
There is the need to set a time limit for each aspect of
the specific activities afld task of the Islamization of knowledge. The importance of time and making reference to it in
Islam when undertakmg any activity is not a matter of disagreement. In many verses of the Qur 'an, Allah draws our
attention to the importance of time. If we are able to set
such a time frame, we would be providing ourselves with
the criteria for assessing, evaluating and measuring our successes and failures. This is very important in the life of a
Muslim. That is what is referred to as al-Muhasabah. It is
reported that a popular saying from one ofthe rightly guided
Caliphs was:
"Evaluate and take reckoning of yourselves
(deeds) before it is done against you (in the
Day of Judgement).
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(ii)

Identifying Priorities

This is necessary because Islam gives credence to
doing the most important and most profitable before embarking upon the lesser in importance. This is what a contemporary Muslim scholar calls the Science of Prioritization
(Fiqb al-Aulawiyyah). If this is done we would save ourselves the problems of wasting our time and resources on
the less important or unnecessary to the detriment of their
comterparts.
(iii) Exploring, Harnessing and Employing Resources

This is as necessary as ili.e preceding steps. Any project
that is not sufficiently backed by resources is bound to fail.
This is the basic reason why the Qur 'an constantly emphasizes (al-Infaq) (spending) in the struggle to raise the
Kalimah of Allah (Jihad). Since Islamization ofknowledge
is an intellectual Jihad, the necessity of (lnfaq) generating
resources towards- it must be appreciated. We must therefore mobilize adequate resources and spend them accordingly for this virtuous task of Islamization of knowledge.
Exploring, generating and harnessing resources
~spur
pose can be subsumed under the general implications of the
verse in which Allah says:
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Against them make ready your strength to
the utmost ofyour power, including steeds of
war, to strike terror into (the hearts of) the
enemies of God and your enemies, and others besides, whom Ye may not know, but
whom God doth know. Whatever Ye shall
spend in the cause of God, shall be repaid
unto you, and ye shall not be treated unjustly." (Qur 'an, 8:6()).
While making plans and strategies, we must purify
our intentions and re-state our commitments and
determinations. Most importantly, we must put our trust in
Allah. If we do all these we shall succeed in sha Allah.
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CONCLUSION
So far we have seen the Islamic conception of knowledge and its implications and significance to the Islamization
of knowledge programme. We have also seen the tasks ahead
of the programme. Given the wide range of fundamental
differences which exist between the Islamic and secular
approaches to knowledge, it is safe to say that the
Islamizatiort programme is a Herculean task. As it was said
by Al- Alwani(1995) it can not be mere cosmetic changes
to the different disciplines by means of grafting relevant
Qur'anic verses and ahadith to them. It is an exercise that
calls for an overall overhauling of the methodological and
conceptual I philosophical foundations of all the disciplines
of knowledge, and to be replaced with Islamically oriented
conception and methodology.
Since secularism has been the basic foundation upon
which the Western philosophy and methodology of knowledge are built, religion has obviously been so terribly
downplayed and relegated to the background. This being a
consequence of the great controversy between men of science and the church, the victory of the former over the latter
has made the Western world to believe that religion and all
it stands for was reactionary, retrogressive, backward and
superstitious, and that it had exhausted all its
usefulness(Qutb, 1979). It must therefore, surrender to Science. This trend came to be the major characteristic of the
Western approach to knowledge. It has pervaded all disciplines of knowledge and has succeeded in shaping and
moulding the entire life and overall civilization of the West.
Western life has become exaggeratedly materialistic. According to Qutb,(1979,p.7), "men are (now) enslaved by
greed, lust and avarice. Blind appetites gain control over
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them. They lose their grip on them and become their slaves.
This results in the dehumanization of man."
A great misfortune that has befallen humanity is the predominance of this materialistic worldview and civilization
all over the world. The whole world has been entangled by
misery and gripped by meaninglessness in life, therefore.
Humanity is blinded by greed and lust, moral and spiritual
degeneration, mutual rivalry, savagery and wickedness.
Peace and tranquillity seem to elude the world. There is an
urgent need for efforts towards salvaging humanity. No civilization or worldview has the potentials of undertaking this
except Islam and no people can take up the challenge except Muslims. As pointed out earlier, there is already an
ensuing contention between the Islamic and Western secular worlds. This contention manifests itself in different aspects oflife. The Islamization of knowledge should be seen
as Islam's intellectual and psychological wing in this struggle. Viewed as a force for global cultural renewal (as asserted by Abu Fadl, 1989) Islamization of knowledge definitely has the prospects of redeeming mankind from the
yokes of exaggerated materialism that has been imposed on
it by the so-called "dominant culture". Thus, Islamization
of knowledge in this regard is a move towards salvaging
humanity.
May the Peace and Blessings of Allah be upon Prophet Muhammad.
All Praise is due to Allah
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Endnotes

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

This refers to one of the earliest publications of the IIIT, i.e:
Islamization of Knowledge: General Principles and. Workplan. It
was authored by Late Professor Ismail Raji al-Faruqi, and was
first published in 1982.
See Qur'an, Surah al-Fatihah(l), verse 1; Surah al-An'am(6),
verses land 2; and Surah al-Nahl(16), verses 3 - 21.
These are the verses which more than any ones in the Qur'an
clearly and directly declare to us the purpose of our creation and
existence.Several other verses also allude to this fundamental
purpose. These include: Surah al- Mulk(67), verse 2; Surah alA'araf(7), verses 35 and 36;Surah Ta Ha(20), verses 123-127;
Surah al-Mu'minun(23), verse 115, etc.
Qur'an mentions this in a number of verses such as: Surah alBaqarah(2), verse 29; Surah lbrahim(14), verses 32-34; Surah allsraeli(l 7), verse 70; Surah al-Jathiyah(45), verse 13, etc.
See also Qur'an, Surah al- Mu'minun (23), verses 36-37
See Qur'an, Surah al-Maidah(5), verse 107, and Surah alZukhruf(43), verses 23-24.
Another verse that conveys the same message is verse 36 of
Surah Yunus(l 0).
All emphases made in this quotation are mine.
Examples of such verses are: Surah al-Fatihah(l), verse 7;
Surah al-Baqarah(2), verse 44; Surah al-A'araf(7), verses 175
and 176; Surah al-Jumu'ah(62), verse 5
Surah al-Saffat(37), verse 102.
Surah al-Fath(48), verse 27.
Surah aal-Imran(3), verse 42 and 45.
Surah al-Qasas(28), verse 7.
Surah al-Nahl(l 6), verse 68.
Surah al-An'am(6), verses 112 and 121.
Surah al-Nahl(16),verse 78; and Surah al-Sajdah(32), verse 9.
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THE INTEH.NATIONAL

IN~TITUTI<-:

OF

ISLAMIC THOUGHT (IJIT).

The Intcmatio11al Institute of Islamic Thought (HIT), a cultural and intellectual institution, was established and registered in the United State
America at the beginning of the fifteenth Hijrah century (140111981)
with the following objectives:-

* To provide a comprehensive Islamic outlook through elucidating the
principles of Islam and relating them to relevant issues of contemporary thought;

*

To regain the Intellectual, cultural, and civilizational identity of the
Ummah through the Islamization of the humanities and social sciences; and

* To rectify the methodology of contemporary Islamic thought in
order to enable it to resume itscontributions to the progress of hu
man civilization and give it meaning and direction in line with
Islamic values.
The Institutes seeks to achieve its goals through:

*

Holding specialized academic conferences and seminars:

*

Supporting and publishing selected works of schols and researchers
in universities and academic research centres in the Muslim world
and the West; and

*

Directing higher university studies towards furthering the works on
issues oflslamic thought and the Islamization of Knowledge.

The Institute has a number of overseas offices and academic advisors to
help coordinate and promote its various activities. The Institute has also
entered into joint academic agreements with several universities and research centres.
The Nigeria Office of the IIIT is one of its overseas offices spread all
over the Muslim world. Based in Kano, it undertakes activities similar
to those of the head office. So far, it has organized seminars and lectures
in many universities and colicges in the country. In addition to that the
office has also sponsored several undergraduate researches and few
graduate and independent ones. The present book is its first original
publication.
Int~rnational Institute of Islamic Thought

·

(Nigeria office) Kano - Nigeria
Muharram, 1419/May, 1998.

ABOUT THIS BOOK
Amidst unprecedented trends and sophisticated dimensions
of westernization, occasioned among other things by the
hitherto unimagined advancements in information technology, the momentum of Islamic awareness and
estrangement of Western concepts, values and styles of life
are consistently on the increase all over the Muslim world.
There is a growing disenchantment with and resistance to
Western ideologies and systems of life. The lslamization of
Knowledge Undertaking is one of the endeavours that at
present demonstrate this trend. Essentially, it is an attempt
to reorient and recast knowledge in a way that will make it
conform to Islamic belief system and worldview, in the light of
the Our' an and Sunnah.
In the context of the fundamental contradictions and differences between th.e Islamic and Western secular worldviews
this book attempts to expound the conceptual background of
the lslamization of Knowledge Undertaking. Through a fairly
analytic discussion of some of the essential components that
constitute the Islamic Conception of Knowledge, this book
attempts to propound the Vision of this endeavour. An
attempt is also made in the last section to identify and
suggest the major important tasks envisaged in the overalf
programme.

